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Abstract: Hikers and soldiers usually walk up and down slopes with a load carriage, causing injuries
of the musculoskeletal system, especially during a prolonged load journey. The slope walking has
been reported to lead to higher leg extensor muscle activities and joint moments. However, most of
the studies investigated muscle activities or joint moments during slope walking without load carriage
or only investigated the joint moment changes and muscle activities with load carriages during level
walking. Whether the muscle activation such as the signal amplitude is influenced by the mixed
factor of loads and grades and whether the influence of the degrees of loads and grades on different
muscles are equal have not yet been investigated. To explore the effects of backpack loads on leg
muscle activation during slope walking, ten young male participants walked at 1.11 m/s on a treadmill
with different backpack loads (load masses: 0, 10, 20, and 30 kg) during slope walking (grade: 0, 3,
5, and 10◦). Leg muscles, including the gluteus maximus (GM), rectus femoris (RF), hamstrings
(HA), anterior tibialis (AT), and medial gastrocnemius (GA), were recorded during walking. The hip,
knee, and ankle extensor muscle activations increased during the slope walking, and the hip muscles
increased most among hip, knee, and ankle muscles (GM and HA increased by 46% to 207% and 110%
to 226%, respectively, during walking steeper than 10◦ across all load masses (GM: p = 1.32 × 10−8

and HA: p = 2.33 × 10−16)). Muscle activation increased pronouncedly with loads, and the knee
extensor muscles increased greater than the hip and ankle muscles (RF increased by 104% to 172%
with a load mass greater than 30 kg across all grades (RF: p = 8.86 × 10−7)). The results in our study
imply that the hip and knee muscles play an important role during slope walking with loads. The hip
and knee extension movements during slope walking should be considerably assisted to lower the
muscle activations, which will be useful for designing assistant devices, such as exoskeleton robots,
to enhance hikers’ and soldiers’ walking abilities.
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Highlights

• Hip extensor muscle activations increase most during slope walking;
• Muscles increased pronouncedly during slope walking with backpack loads;
• Knee extensor muscle activations increased most with increasing backpack loads.
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1. Introduction

Hiking is a popular exercise providing benefits, including the acceleration of calorie consumption
and the burning of fat tissue [1,2]. Hiking on slopes and with backpack loads can cause pain and
injuries of the musculoskeletal system, especially during a prolonged load journey [3–5].

Walking with load carriage leads to high energetic consumptions and joint moments. Many studies
have explored the energetics and kinematics with different backpack loads during level walking [6–10].
Karen et al. [6] analyzed the energy cost of walking with and without a backpack load and pointed
out that the load increased the oxygen uptake at a constant rate. Raymond et al. [7] further analyzed
the effects of load masses added to the legs on energetics and biomechanics. They summarized that
the metabolic rate increased with the load mass and the kinematics and muscle moments increased
rapidly with loads at the feet. Additionally, the increased metabolic rate with the load carriage may
be caused by increased ankle positive work during push-off [8]. Morrison et al. [9] also analyzed the
motion entropy changes to the load carriage at a joint level and pointed out that the entropy of spine
slide flexion increased while hip flexion entropy decreased. Kari et al. [11] pointed out the sex effect
on the kinematics with loads: females used more hip and knee moments with loads compared to
males during walking. Furthermore, Krajewski [12] studied the effect of load carriage magnitudes and
different locomotion patterns (fast run and force marching) on knee moments.

Most studies investigating load carriages suggest a positive correlation exists between load mass
and joint moments, as well as energetics. However, joint moments or joint work in one gait calculated
by joint moments and angular displacement do not account for muscle activations during load carriage
walking [13]. Researchers have made explorations into the muscle activation patterns during level
walking with load carriages [4,5,14]. Karina et al. [4] found that the muscle activity changed differently
with increased load masses to adjust to maintain balance and attenuate the loads placed on lower
limbs. The muscle activations of the soleus, medial gastrocnemius (GA), lateral hamstrings (HA),
and rectus femoris (RF) increased with load, and the muscle activation patterns were similar between
men and women [5]. Kenneth et al. [14] studied the musculoskeletal stiffness during load carriages at
different walking speeds and found the musculoskeletal stiffness increased as a function of both speed
and load. Walsh et al. [15] investigated the effect of stable and unstable load carriages on muscles of
older adults. They pointed out that unstable load carriages increased the activity of the RF and soleus,
while stable load carriages increased the RF activity.

Subjects such as soldiers and hikers who habitually walk uphill with load carriages usually feel
tired because of muscle fatigue. It is important to design assistive devices for soldiers and hikers
according to the load carriage effects. A backpack load, for example, increases the dynamic forces on
the human body. Huang et al. [16] and Yang et al. [17] designed suspended-load backpacks as an
assistive device to reduce the dynamic forces.

Slope walking has been reported to lead to greater leg extensor muscle activities and joint moments.
However, most of the studies investigated muscle activities [18–20] or joint moments [21–24] during
slope walking without load carriages or only investigated the joint moment changes [9,10,12] and
muscle activities [15,16,25] with load carriages during level walking. Whether the muscle activations
such as the signal amplitude are influenced by the mixed factor of load mass and grade and whether
the influence of the degrees of load mass and grade on different muscles are equal have not yet been
investigated. It is important to know how the muscles are activated during one gait when slope
walking with backpack loads for designing assistive devices, such as exoskeleton robots, to enhance
people’s movement abilities with backpack loads.

This study aimed at investigating the effects of load carriages on muscle activities during slope
walking to provide suggestions for the design of assistive devices. We hypothesized that (1) hip, knee,
and ankle extensor muscle signal amplitudes during one gait would increase during the slope walking
compared to level walking, especially the hip extensor muscles, such as the gluteus maximus (GM) and
HA; (2) the muscle signal amplitudes would increase pronouncedly with loads during slope walking;
(3) the muscle signal amplitudes would increase at different degrees. The knee extensor muscles,
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such as the RF, would be activated more compared to the hip and ankle extensor muscles, such as GM,
HA, and GA.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Ten young male adults volunteered for this study (mean ± standard deviation;
age: 24.10 ± 1.79 years, height: 175.30 ± 5.12 cm, and mass: 69.40 ± 8.15 kg). All subjects were
familiar with treadmill walking and had no neuromuscular, cardiovascular, or orthopedic diseases.
All subjects were provided with the informed consent form for the experiment, and the experiment
was approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing Sport University (No. 2019007H (2019.01–2021.01)).

2.2. Experimental Protocol

Subjects walked on a force treadmill (Bertec, Columbus, OH, USA), on which the walking grade
and walking speed could be adjusted accordingly. Each subject was familiarized with walking on
the treadmill for about 5 min with the walking speed set to 1.11 m/s and the walking grade set to 0◦.
The speed of 1.11 m/s (4 km/h) was selected according to the American College of Sports Medicine [22]
and the literature on uphill and downhill walking [23]. Each subject was required to walk for 2 min
on the treadmill with three mass backpack loads (10, 20, and 30 kg) during four grades (level (0◦),
3, 5, and 10◦ grades). The level and slope walking on the treadmill without loads (0 kg) were also
completed by each subject as a reference. Subjects were asked to perform all the load mass tests at one
certain grade in order to shorten the experiment time. The load masses were in random order during
one grade test, and the grade testes were also in random order. Subjects were asked to walk at one
grade for 3 min with one load during one trial. Subjects rested for 3 min between different load mass
trials and 30 min between different grade tests. The experimenters adjusted the load mass and the
walking grade while the participants rested. The speed of the treadmill was set to 1.11 m/s in every
trial. The temporal stride kinematics and surface electromyographic (EMG) during the final 30 s of
each trial were recorded.

The temporal stride kinematics were calculated according to the ground force data recorded by
the force platform in the treadmill. Two force platforms were embedded in the treadmill and recorded
the ground interactive forces and moments between foot and ground. The software in the optical
motion-capture system (Motion, Columbus, OH, USA) [26] calculated the center of force operation
based on the forces and moments.

The EMG signals were collected by the wireless EMG system (Delsys TrignoTM Wireless EMG
System (Natick, MA, USA)). The muscles selected included the GM, RF, HA, anterior tibialis (AT),
and GA, which are the main activated muscles during human lower extremity movements [27].
The pre-amplified single differential electrodes (Trigno, Delsys, Natick, MA, USA) were placed on
the muscle bellies after preparing the skin with alcohol (the schematic diagram of human lower limb
muscles in this study is shown in Figure 1). The surface EMG (sEMG) signal sensors were fixed
with double-sided tapes and bandages to prevent displacement between the sensors and muscles
during walking.

This optical motion capture system (Motion, Columbus, OH, USA) can integrate the Delsys device
and the Bertec force platforms by a data acquisition card (DAQ, National Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA); thus, the sEMG signal and kinetic data can be collected simultaneously. The sampling frequency
was selected as 1200 Hz.
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Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the human lower limb muscles in this study. The position
of the two white points on one muscle represented the position of the electromyographic (EMG)
electrodes attached.

2.3. Data Analysis

2.3.1. The Temporal Stride Parameters

The kinetic data were obtained by the output of the software provided by the optical motion-capture
system (Cortex-64, Santa Rosa, CA, USA), which was linked with the force treadmill system (Bertec,
Columbus, OH, USA). Raw kinetic data were smoothed using a 4th-order Butterworth filter with a
cutoff frequency of 10 Hz [28]. We then used vertical ground reaction force data and a threshold of 20 N
(on the basis of the standard deviation of the vertical ground reaction force signal during leg swing) [29]
to determine the heel strike and toe-off for each leg and computed the temporal characteristics of each
trial using custom software (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The step length was determined as
the distance between the point where the left heel strike occurred and the point where the right heel
strike occurred in the walking direction, and the step width was determined as the distance between
the two heel strike points in the walking transverse distance [30].

2.3.2. The EMG Analysis

The raw EMG signals were filtered by a bidirectional Butterworth band-pass filter with cutoff

values of 20 and 500 Hz [31,32] in a custom script written in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA). The signals were full-wave rectified and filtered by a low-pass filter at 10 Hz [33,34]. The filtered
EMG signals were then used to calculate the root mean square (RMS EMG) with a window of 10 ms
to describe the muscle activation during movement [33]. In addition, the filtered EMG signals were
used to calculate the mean of the EMG (MEMG) to describe the work of one muscle during movement.
Since the gait cycle was usually normalized to 0~100%, the sEMG data acquired synchronously should
be also interpolated into 0~100% to describe how the muscles were activated during the gait [34,35].
Therefore, all the RMS EMGs were interpolated into 101 points corresponding to the gait cycle.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

We calculated the mean values of step length, step width, and RMS EMG, as well as MEMG,
over ten consecutive strides. We then normalized the temporal stride parameters and determined the
EMG parameters by calculating the ratio of the values during slope walking with loads to the values
during level walking without loads. We used a two-factor (grade × load mass) analysis of variance
for repeated measures to test the significant effects of the grade and load masses. When there was a
significant effect (p < 0.05), Bonferroni corrected post hoc comparisons (adjusted p < 0.0072 (0.05/7,
two dependent stride variables and five sEMG variables) [18,22–24,36] were carried out to evaluate the
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differences between the grades and load masses. All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS
software (IBM SPSS Statistics 22).

3. Results

3.1. Temporal Stride Kinematics

As the load mass and grade increased, subjects took a longer step length than level walking
(Table 1). The changes in the normalized step widths were different between the load mass and grade
groups. Both of the temporal stride kinematics were not significantly different from level walking
without backpack loads (all p > 0.05).

Table 1. Normalized step lengths and step widths during different grades of walking with different
load masses.

Normalized Step Length Normalized Step Width

0◦ 3◦ 5◦ 10◦ 0◦ 3◦ 5◦ 10◦

0 kg 1.00 1.07
(0.06)

1.03
(0.06)

1.08
(0.07) 1.00 1.03

(0.05)
1.04

(0.07)
1.02

(0.05)

10 kg 1.06
(0.06)

1.10
(0.09)

1.06
(0.10)

1.05
(0.09)

0.98
(0.08)

0.98
(0.06)

1.04
(0.06)

1.02
(0.06)

20 kg 1.09
(0.05)

1.13
(0.09)

1.10
(0.08)

1.10
(0.08)

1.04
(0.06)

0.98
(0.09)

0.95
(0.06)

1.07
(0.01)

30 kg 1.10
(0.08)

1.08
(0.06)

1.06
(0.08)

1.02
(0.06)

1.09
(0.09)

1.00
(0.08)

0.97
(0.07)

1.03
(0.05)

All the step lengths and step widths were divided by the values during level walking without backpack loads.
Therefore, the normalized step lengths and step widths were “1.00”, and all the normalized step lengths and step
widths were dimensionless in Table 1.

3.2. Muscle Activities

As expected, the mean muscle activities of the hip, knee, and ankle extensors generally increased
with the increase of the load mass and grade (Figures 2–5 and Table S1). Both the grade and load
mass had a significant effect on all muscles (p < 0.05), and none of the muscles showed significant
grade-load-mass interactions (p > 0.05).Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 13 
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Figure 2. The mean EMG signals for muscles during different slope walking across all load masses in
one gait from right heel strike to the next right heel strike, normalized to the mean activity during level
walking without backpack loads. * Representing the mean EMG was significantly different from level
walking across all the backpack loads, according to post hoc comparisons with a Bonferroni adjusted
level of significance (p < 0.0072). The red line represented the normalized mean EMG of each muscle at
different grades without backpack loads. The yellow one represented the normalized mean EMG of
each muscle at different grades with 10-kg backpack loads. The green one represented the normalized
mean EMG of each muscle at different grades with 20-kg backpack loads. The blue one represented the
normalized mean EMG of each muscle at different grades with 30-kg backpack loads.
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Figure 3. The muscle activity of leg muscles in one gait during different slope walking across all
backpack loads, normalized to the mean activity during level walking without backpack loads: (a) The
muscle activity of the hip extensor muscles. (b) The muscle activity of the knee extensor muscles. (c) The
muscle activity of the ankle muscles. The different colors of the curves had the same representation as
those colors in Figure 2. The gray area represented the higher muscle activation duration in one gait.
RMS: root mean square.
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Figure 4. Mean EMG signals for muscles while walking across all grades with different backpack
loads during one gait from right heel strike to the next right heel strike, normalized to the mean
activity during level walking without backpack loads. * Representing the mean EMG was significantly
different from walking without backpack loads across all the grades, according to post hoc comparisons
with a Bonferroni adjusted level of significance (p < 0.0072). The line in dark gray represented the
normalized mean EMG of each muscle with different load masses during level walking. The line in
orange represented the normalized mean EMG of each muscle with different load masses during slope
walking at grade 3◦. The line in purple represented the normalized mean EMG of each muscle with
different load masses during slope walking at grade 5◦. The line in blue represented the normalized
mean EMG of each muscle with different load masses during slope walking at grade 10◦.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 13 
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Figure 5. The muscle activity of leg muscles in one gait during walking with different backpack load
masses across all grades, normalized to the mean activity during level walking without backpack
loads: (a) The muscle activity of the hip extensor muscles. (b) The muscle activity of the knee extensor
muscle. (c) The muscle activity of the ankle muscles. The different colors of the curves had the same
representation as those colors in Figure 4. The gray area represented the higher muscle activation
duration in one gait.
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3.2.1. Grade Effects

The mean EMG signals of the hip, knee, and ankle extensor muscles increased generally during most
of the slope walking, especially during the 10◦ slope walking (GM, p = 1.32× 10−8; HA, p = 2.33 × 10−16;
RF, p = 0.2 × 10−5; and GA, p = 6.74 × 10−9). Compared to the level walking, these increases were
statistically significant for GM, RF, and AT at the 10◦ grade and for HA and GA at the 5◦ and 10◦ grades
(Figure 2). Compared to the level walking with the same loads, the mean EMG of GM increased greatly
during walking at the 10◦ grade by 46% to 207%, HA increased by 110% to 226%, RF increased by 44%
to 203%, AT increased by 48% to 68%, and GA increased by 30% to 100% (shown in Table S2).

As the grade increased, the muscle activity of the hip extensor muscles (GM and HA, especially
GM) increased both in the activation value and duration (Figure 3a). The maximum activation value of
the GM changed from 0.52 to 1.24, and the activation duration increased from about 28% to 48% of
one gait as the grade increased. The maximum activation value of the HA changed from 0.52 to 0.81,
and the activation duration changed from 20% to about 45% of one gait as the grade increased.

The muscle activity of the knee extensor muscle (RF) increased most in the activation value,
shown in Figure 3b. The maximum activation value of the RF increased from 0.82 to 1.60 during the
early stance stage and from 0.4 to about 0.9 during the early swing stage.

As expected, the muscle activity of the ankle extensor (GA) increased considerably in the muscle
activation value (Figure 3c). The maximum activation of the GA during the median and the late stances
increased highly, from 0.52 to 1.07. Compared to the ankle extensor, the muscle activity of the ankle
dorsiflexion (AT) increased slightly, from 0.48 to 0.57 during the early stance stage and swing stage.

3.2.2. Load Mass Effects

The mean EMG signals of the hip, knee, and ankle extensor muscles increased generally as the
backpack load masses increased. Compared to walking without backpack loads, the increases were
statistically significant for the GM and GA during walking with 30-kg loads (GM, p = 0.000091 and
GA, p = 0.00091) and for the RF during walking with 30 kg (p = 8.86 × 10−7) (Figure 4). The increases
in the HA and AT were not statistically significant (p > 0.0072). Compared to walking without loads
at the same grade, the mean EMG of the GM increased by 5% to 173% with a 30-kg backpack load,
the HA increased by −5% to 26%, the RF increased by 104% to 172%, the AT increased by 0% to 35%,
and the GA increased by 15% to 61% (the data are shown in Table S3).

The muscle activity of the hip extensors (GM and HA) increased as the backpack load mass
increased, as shown in Figure 5a. The maximum muscle activity of the GM increased greatly from 0.66
to 1.24 as the backpack load mass increased from 0 to 30 kg. The maximum muscle activity of the HA
increased slightly from 0.63 to 0.81 as the load mass increased.

The knee extensor muscle RF increased greatly in muscle activation as the backpack load mass
increased (Figure 5b). The maximum muscle activation of the RF increased greatly from 0.67 to 1.60
during the early stance stage as the load mass increased from 0 to 30 kg across all the slope walking.

The ankle extensor muscle GA increased greatly in muscle activation from 0.70 to 1.07 as the
backpack load mass increased from 0 to 30 kg, and the dorsiflexion muscle AT increased slightly,
from 0.50 to 0.58 (Figure 5c). The muscle activity demonstrated that the ankle extensor muscles were
activated more than the flexor muscles during slope walking with backpack loads.

4. Discussion

This study quantified the hip, knee, and ankle muscle activations during level and slope walking
with different backpack loads. Compared to level walking, the hip, knee, and ankle muscle activations
increased generally during slope walking, especially the hip extensor muscle activations. The increased
mean EMG of the leg muscles in this study were consistent with published findings [4,5,18–20].
Moreover, the increase became more pronounced with backpack loads, especially the hip and knee
muscle activations. The hip extensor muscles increased the most with grades changing, and the knee
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extensor muscles increased the most with loads changing, which expanded our knowledge of muscle
activation strategies during slope walking with backpack loads.

The results of this study supported our first hypothesis that the hip, knee, and ankle extensor
muscle activations would increase during the slope walking, especially the hip extensor muscle
activations, compared to level walking. In this study, all the leg extensor muscle activations increased
during slope walking to raise the body’s center of mass, which were consistent with prior studies [18–20].
In addition, the hip extensor muscle activations (GM and HA) increased remarkably more (the GM
increased by 46% to 207% and the HA increased by 110% to 226%) than the ankle extensor muscle
(GA increased by 30% to 100%) at steeper grades. The activation value and duration of the hip
extensor muscles increased remarkably at the early stance stage during slope walking (shown in
Figure 2). This demonstrates the pronounced role of hip extensor muscles during slope walking [18,23],
which was also described by the greatest increase of the hip extension moment (increased from 1.01 to
1.37 when the treadmill gradient increased from 0% to 20% [22]) and the greatest increased power of
the hip extensor muscles (increased by 85% at push-off and by 75% during mid-stance while walking
on uneven terrain [21]). The hip extensors provided greater acceleration of the COM and generated
more power for the trunk and ipsilateral leg during slope walking [19], which may also be the reason
that the hip extensor muscles were more pronouncedly activated on slopes in our study.

The results of this study also supported our second hypothesis that muscle activations would
increase pronouncedly with backloads during slope walking. The increases of the GM, RF, and GA
became significant statistically when slope walking with a big backpack load (30 kg). Consistent with
previous investigations [4,37,38], the mean amplitude of the RF and GA increased with loads in this
study. The RF activation increased to provide more force and energy to extend the knee to attenuate
the impact forces with heavy load carriage [38] and to maintain lower limb stability as the load mass
increased [4]. The increase of the GA activations provided more power for walking by increasing the
plantar flexing [38], which was thought to overcome the inertia associated with increasing backpack
loads [39]. However, the mean EMG of the AT increased in this study, while the average amplitude of
the AT remained unaffected [37,38]. This difference may be caused by different experimental designs
in our study and theirs. The walking conditions in our study were slope walking with backpack loads,
while their studies’ conditions involved level walking. People elicited larger AT activity during slope
walking to provide greater ankle dorsiflexion than level walking [19,22,28]. The slope grades may
enlarge the influence of backpack loads on muscles.

The results of this study supported our third hypothesis that the muscle activations would increase
at different degrees, and the knee extensor muscles would be activated more compared to the hip
and ankle extensor muscles. Compared to walking without loads at the same grade across all slope
walking, the mean EMG of the knee extensor muscle (RF) increased significantly by 104% to 172%
with 30-kg backpack loads. The increase of the knee extensor muscle was much greater than that
of the ankle extensor muscle (GA increased by 15% to 61% with 30-kg backpack loads relative to
without loads across all grades). The knee extensor muscle increased most to provide greater force for
body support during the early stance stage, which was consistent with other investigations [18,38,40].
Except for the knee extensor muscle activations, the hip extensor muscle GM activations also increased
more pronouncedly than the ankle extensor muscle GA (GM increased by 5% to 173%). With the loads
increasing, the energy and power for walking increased greatly [7,10]. The hip extensor muscle GM
played an important role in the acceleration of the trunk [19]. Thus, the GM activations increased
pronouncedly to provide more power for the acceleration of the trunk as the backpack loads increased.
The results implied that the leg extensor muscles may have different contributions during walking
with backpack loads. The knee extensor and hip extensor muscles may play a greater role during
walking with heavy loads, which was also speculated by Harman [38].

In our present study, the EMG of the GM, HA, RF, AT, and GA were analyzed to investigate the
muscle strategy during slope walking with backpack loads. However, one limitation of our study
is that we did not acquire the kinematic data in the experiment that may give force to our work.
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In addition, another limitation of our study is that the muscles analyzed were relatively few and most
of them were focused on the leg extensor muscles. The muscles around the trunk, such as the external
oblique muscles, were not analyzed in this study, which influenced pronouncedly during the inclined
walking with backpack loads. The vastus medialis and vastus lateralis at the knee joint were influenced
a lot during slope walking to provide more forces for lower limb stability [18,19], which were also not
analyzed in this study. Thus, we should acquire the kinematics data and analyze more muscles by
experiment or simulation [19,41] in the future to expand the insights into the muscle strategy during
slope walking with backpack loads. Finally, considering the load intensity, only male participants were
recruited in this study. Males and females may have different muscle-activation strategies during slope
walking with backpack loads. Future studies may be needed to understand how muscle activations
are influenced by the grade and loads using female subjects.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we explored the effects of backpack loads on leg muscle activations during slope
walking. It was concluded that the hip, knee, and ankle extensor muscle activations increased during
slope walking, and the hip muscle increased the most among the hip, knee, and ankle muscles.
Moreover, muscle activations increased pronouncedly with loads during slope walking, and the
knee extensor muscle activations increased more than the hip and ankle muscles. The results in
our study imply that the hip and knee muscles play an important role during slope walking with
loads. Our results are important for the design of assistant devices, such as exoskeleton robots,
to enhance people’s walking ability, especially for hikers and soldiers. The hip and knee extension
movements during slope walking should be considerably assisted to lower the muscle activations.
Future studies could explore the effects of loads and grades on more muscles and involve more
participants, including female subjects, to expand the insights into the muscle strategy for providing
more suggestions for the design of assistant devices.
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